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Groundwater resources report



Regional Monitoring Overview - Africa Regional Monitoring Overview - USA RESILIM Ramotsuwa Geophysics Report GGRETA - Key Achievements and Key Findings Handbook on Water Security IGRAC Global MAR Inventory Report Global Groundwater Resources Download pdf(1020.4 6 KB) Procedures for
groundwater monitoring in Latin American arsenic in unfriced karst groundwater: Global Problems Download pdf (1020.46 KB) Note: This page contains a list from February 2011. GIS datasets with mapping of the 1:24,000 scale primary aerod and principal adrugis (leaving dec's website) are available in the NYS GIS
clearing house. Enhancements have been made to these maps to create georefer referenced digital map layers. The digital map layer contains the original mapping unit and ad water layer boundaries, as well as new standardized mapping units and updated aderum boundaries. The original published ad basin map
contains additional base and geological information that are not included in these map layers. In addition, the NYS GIS Clearinghouse also provides GIS coverage of the 1:250,000 scale principal aerod (leaving dec's website). New York's Canisteo Valley is home to many high-yield bedrock formations, but the most
productive aeronive formations consist of un-integrated deposits of sand and gravel that occupy the plains and terraces of major rivers and canyons and lakes. These aerum layers usually form a flat area suitable for development and generally provide a sufficient groundwater supply. The development, coupled with the
high permeability of these deposits and the shallow depth to the water table, made these aerodes particularly vulnerable to contamination from point sources, and New York issued regulations restricting the sitting of tire stockpiles on landfills, oil and gas wells, and primary and/or major source aerodes. Typical geological
cross-section. To enhance and promote the proper development, management, and protection of New York's unconsolided ades, the Department of Environmental Conservation has long partnered with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) to publish research and reports on the state's groundwater resources. The USGS
also partners with various regional organizations. The distribution and hydrososcale properties of unconsoliated adescids are presented on a scale of 1:250,000 in a series of five maps published in 1988 on a co-operation basis between the USGS and DEC. These reports are available on the USGS web page
Unconsolided Aerodes of Upstate, New York, Scale 1:250,000 (leaving DEC's website). Clicking on the image will take you to the USGS webpage to view a larger version of the map. Click the area with the line (leaving the December website) to open the map report. From 1980 to today, the USGS partnered with DEC
and other organizations to create nearly 70 detailed aerum map reports for selected aerodes on the 1:24,000 scale. The map on the left showsThe project area mapped at this scale. Click to see a map of the USGS and references for these projects. Click the area where one of the lines appears to open the map report.
These aeronate map reports typically include a series of 1:24,000 scale maps that show aeronate boundaries, surface geology, well and test hole locations, aeronate thicknesses, water tables or potenciometric surfaces, and related discussions. Page 2 Now New York has an amazing wealth of land and water resources:
Forest New York's forests cover more than 18.6 million acres Today New York has more forests than in the last 150 years. New York's forests function as an important economic and recreational resource. The conservation and protection of forests benefits local communities, industries, and the nation as a whole. About 3
million acres are classified as forest reserves. Consisting of 2.6 million acres of the Adirondack Forest Reserve and 286,000 acres within the Catskill Forest Reserve, these lands make up the majority of all state property within Adirondack Park and Catskill Park. The Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC)
manages more than 770,000 acres of state forests throughout New York State, including reforesity areas, multi-use areas, unique areas, and the state's natural and historical reserves. In addition, the department manages nearly 902,000 acres of conservation-ease land throughout New York. It is located within the
Adirondux on more than 785,000 acres (86%) of these lands. The New York State Basin is divided into 17 New York state watersheds, which are the basis for management, monitoring, and evaluation activities. Everyone lives in the basin. It may be large or small. All watersheds are part of a larger environment. What you
do in your home affects everyone downstream and around you. Find watershed facts and reports on nys watersheds. New York State is rich in freshwater lakes, ponds, reservoirs, two parts of five Great Lakes, and thousands of miles of rivers and streams. These inland waters act as a supply of drinking water, providing
flood control to protect life and property, and supporting recreation, tourism, agriculture, fisheries, power generation and manufacturing. These waters provide habitat for the lives of plants and animals. Learn about programs that manage lakes and rivers. For more information: Estuaries are places where salty water from
the sea mixes with fresh water from the land, creating a unique and special place for marine species to live, feed and breed. New York's marine districts have several estuaries managed by DEC in cooperation with direct input from other states, local and federal agencies, the scientific community, and civilians. Forests -
Programs to manage and protect privately owned and public forest land open spaces in New York State - NewThe Open Space Conservation Plan serves as a blueprint for the state's land conservation efforts. DEC's Smart Growth Program promotes economic growth within the footprint of existing communities.
Watersheds - fresh water of New York State and its basin principality. Lakes and rivers - New York state has more than 70,000 miles of rivers and streams, and more than 7,600 lakes, ponds and reservoirs. Oceans and Estuaries - Protection and Management of Marine and Estuary Resource Wetlands in New York State
- Information on the condition, protection and mapping of freshwater and tidal wetlands in New York State. Where to see freshwater wetland map Resilient NY - The Resilient NY program develops cutting-edge research to reduce flooding and ice jam formation and improve lipalian ecology in 48 high-priority flood-prone
watersheds across New York State. The program employs advanced modeling techniques and field assessments to identify priority projects and actions to reduce community flooding and ice jam risk while at the same time improving habitats. Groundwater - Groundwater is an important water source in New York State.
Learn about groundwater such as basic information, primary and principal ad feedthrums, groundwater resource mapping and quality monitoring, Long Island aeronates, water divizon recommended pump test procedures, water supply well decommissioning recommendations, and water well drilling programs. Dam
Safety, Coastal and Flood Protection - Programs related to flood prevention, floodfield development, dam safety and coastal management. Water Volume Management - DEC program to protect New York's water supply, including water drawers (public, non-drinking water, agriculture), water well reporting, waterwell
contactor programs, water conservation, drought, and watershed water diversion. Mining and res res res199 - information about mining in New York, for the general audience and mine owners/operators. Page 3 During the evolving COVID-19 situation, check our webpage for information on how to enjoy ny's outdoors
safely, locally and with responsibility before visiting state-owned land. New York's breathtaking natural resources are unique, abundant and open to everyone. From hunting and fishing, there are many opportunities to hike and rock climb, swim, boat or simply relax in a tent under the stars. DEC plays an important role in
protecting natural resources and providing opportunities for people to enjoy them. Under Governor Cuomo's Adventure NY program, DEC is make significant upgrades to state campsites and facilities to better service those who want to have fun outdoors. DEC is also implementing and expanding outreach initiatives to
encourage more New Yorkers and visitors to connect with nature and outdoor recreation. Learn more about this exciting effort (PDF). Find your next adventure using the DECinfo locator - assist with interactive maps of hiking trails, fishing spots, campsites, lean tothes, boat launchs, and other DEC-managed assetsHave
fun outdoors. DEC Land and Facilities DEC Improvements is committed to completing 75 projects over three years to enhance access to outdoor recreation. Check out some of our recent improvement projects. Adventure NY Program #Adventure went virtual at Home Adventure NY#AdventureAtHomeを取ることによっ
てDECと州⽴公園に参加してください. Over the next few weeks, DEC will share how you can enjoy the outdoors near your home. We'll also talk about how to get new #RecreateLocalしながらお気に⼊りの屋外レクリエーション活動を楽しむ⽅法や on DEC's website, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube. Need
an idea of what to do outside? To celebrate dec's 50th anniversary, we have compiled a list of 50 outdoor activities for all ages and levels. Check out the fall 2020 edition of Conservationists for Kids to find new ways to get out. I Bird NY was launched in 2017 to build on the state's efforts to increase access to New York's
vast natural resources, explore the great nature, and promote low-cost opportunities to connect with nature. Visit Bird NY for information on bird challenges, bird watching, upcoming bird walks and other events, downloadable children's booklets, and other resources. The first ever camper program NYS offers free first-
time camper weekends throughout the summer. New York families who have never camped before will have the opportunity to see if they enjoy the great outdoors before investing in their gear by registering for a fully stocked campsite at some NYS campsites over the weekend. Learn more about this popular show,
which launched in 2017. Outdoor DayDEC will host an outdoor day event across the state on Saturday, June 13, 2020, along with National Get Outdoor Day. The event was designed for New Yorkers of all ages and abilities to try a wide range of recreational activities, including fishing, hiking, paddling, bird watching,
camping and archery. Find a place near you and enjoy more of Outdoor Day 2020! State parks and DEC staff, along with volunteers in many places, lead these family-friendly walks and hikes that range from 1 to 5 miles depending on location and conditions. I would like to thank everyone who attended on January 1,
2020. Enjoy a list of hikes for January 1, 2021. Hike with us - Cat Skills are ready to try hiking with cat skills? This 15 beginner-level hiking series is designed to provide participants with a fun, safe, introductory experience that encourages continued participation while providing educational messages and outdoor skills.
Guided hikes range from 2 to 6 miles, while hikes range from 2 to 6 miles.It will be held in Green, Sullivan and Ulster Counties. Registration is required and space is limited. Cat Skill Fire Tower Five Challenge For nearly a century, observers have looked at New York State's forests (including the Catskills and Adirondack
Forest Reserves) from more than 100 fire towers that stopped at the top of the highest peak, looking for dangerous, tell-tale signs of forest fires. You can experience these spectacular views from the top of five fire towers by taking the Catskills Fire Tower Five Challenge. Climb all five towers of Catskill Park, take a selfie
at each tower with a designated sign, and submit for a chance to win! Find exciting places to cross New York City. Save convenience and time buying your fishing and hunting license now. The four-page prescederable national policy placed New York fifth in the U.S. for climate-friendly renewable electricity. This section
describes energy, climate, and the connections between them. The focus is on the policies, programs and plans that DEC and The State of New York have made to reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with climate change and help New Yorkers adapt to climate change. Information about New York's energy
resources, including oil, natural gas and renewable energy sources, can also be accessed from a link on this page. Energy production in NEW YORK How New York's current energy needs are met in energy policy and planning The cheapest and cleanest energy is the energy saved by efficient buildings, equipment and
vehicles. Policies and plans to promote conservation, energy efficiency, increased use of renewable energy, and more environmentally friendly transportation initiatives to combat climate change in New York and help meet energy targets. Energy and Climate Program An existing program that is moving New York toward
a sustainable future. Climate change New Yorkers face rising health risks and costs associated with climate change. What climate change scientists are telling us and how we can respond as individuals and at the local and local level. Climate Change Science and the Impact of Climate Change in the New York Climate
Smart Community: Join other communities and take action to address climate change at the local level. Sea level rise: How forecasts and sea level rise will affect New York climate change resources for students, teachers and all - facts about oil, gas and solution salt wells in New York State, environmental regulations on
oil and gas well drilling, information on leasing well rights for landowners. Climate change - how climate change is affecting New York, what state governments are doing, and how New Yorkers can work with local communities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to climate change. Change.
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